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Devon Sanders, a private investigator known for his efficiency and discretion, has never let a little
rain stop him from solving a case. Unfortunately, the storm that is brewing in the paranormal world
might just spell the end for Quintessence. When allies turn foe and trust becomes a commodity,
Devon will have to use his instincts, detective skills, and friends to save not only the students of
Quintessence, but the entire paranormal community. Amidst it all, he discovers that sacrificing what
is most precious to him is a lot more than he bargained for. This time, the elementals are not on his
side and Devon will learn that all magic comes at a price.Magic is elemental.
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I honestly think this is the best of the series so far. When a book makes me read till 3 am instead of
sleep then it deserves to be noteworthy. I have enjoyed each novel in this series and Oxfords
Guardian series was fantastic but this novel is best so far. I hear we get two more in the series and
will continue to annoy the hell out of the author until I get the next book!!!!!! Can't wait

This author has a fast paced series laced with humor. Skip the deep meanings and dive into a very

fun series. Hopefully #5 shows up on time, as I can hardly wait. If you like her writing style, very
soon you are going to wish this becomes her day job.

Great and Fun!! I find myself buying the next book in this series right after I finish the last one. The
characters are full of life and you want to know what is going to happen to them. The constant
struggle between what power can and should be used for remains a huge theme. The only
downside to the the high paced action is there really never seems any resolution but every new
obstacle is so intriguing I can't stop reading.

If you haven't read the first book in this series. I suggest you look up the author's page and start
there. Think Dresden meets Harry Potter. Without the sniveling snot of the Malfoy family, and
Murphy turns out to be an epic invisible jaguar shifter with wings from another plane. There is just
no comparison for the awesomeness that is Darwin.

I really like this series. I like the goal of nobody died for the semester as inspiring. You need the
read these books in sequence or everything is confusing. Thanks

All four Elemental books are excellent. Writing style, point of view, grammar, editing, and story line
are all great. This book deserves 5 stars.I have one criticism though. There was a significant time
delay between reading each book. It was difficult remembering characters from past books. Richard
Raley (The King Henry Tapes) and Steve McHugh (The Hellequin Chronicles), a couple of my
favorite authors, solve this problem at the beginning of each book by listing past main characters
along with important information. I hope Rain Oxford considers doing this with future books.

Great characters and a fast paced plot. I really enjoy the humor. Rain Oxford's writing is excellent. If
you are a new reader, it is best to start at the beginning of the series.
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